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In this paper, we propose a new method of depth-image-based rendering (DIBR) for
free-viewpoint TV (FTV). In the conventional method, we estimated the depth of an
object on the virtual image plane, which is called view-dependent depth estimation, and
the virtual view images are rendered using the view-dependent depth map. In this
method, virtual viewpoint images are rendered with 3D warping instead of estimating
the view-dependent depth, since depth estimation is usually costly and it is desirable
to eliminate it from the rendering process. However, 3D warping causes some problems
that do not occur in the method with view-dependent depth estimation; for example,
the appearance of holes on the rendered image, and the occurrence of depth discontinuity on the surface of the object at virtual image plane. Depth discontinuity causes
artifacts on the rendered image. In this paper, these problems are solved by projecting
depth map to the virtual image plane and performing post-ﬁltering on the projected
depth map. In the experiments, high-quality arbitrary viewpoint images were obtained
by rendering images from relatively small number of cameras.
& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In an era where communication is becoming a major
component of human life, visual communication comes as
the top among all other means of communication. Nowadays, with the great progress that computers have made,
digital imaging has become a tremendously powerful and
successful tool that eases production, transmission and
display of video content. In this context, multi-view
imaging (MVI) has attracted increasing attention. The
availability of multiple views of the scene signiﬁcantly
broadens the ﬁeld of applications, the ﬁeld of applications.
Free-viewpoint TV (FTV) [8] is one of the most important
applications of MVI and is a new type of media that
expand the use experience beyond what is offered by
traditional media. In the FTV system, user can freely
control the viewpoint position of any dynamic real-world
scene.
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The FTV system is based on the Ray-Space method [1],
an image-based-rendering (IBR) approach that can render
photorealistic images like actually captured images. A
light ray in three-dimensional (3D) space can be deﬁned
using the Plenoptic Function with seven parameters:
f(x, y, z, y, f, l:t). In the function, (x, y, z) is the point
light ray is observed (recorded), (y, f) is the direction, l is
the wavelength and t is the time of a light. Three IBR
techniques, namely Ray-Space, Light Field [5] and the
Lumigraph [3], were proposed around the same time.
These methods deﬁne rays in 3D space with four
parameters assuming that the ray travels in 3D space
straight without attenuation. For example, the Ray-Space
method represents rays as a function f(x, y, y, f). Multicamera images are reset in new 4D space as rays. Virtual
views are synthesized by loading ray information in 4D
parameter space. Practically, since captured rays are
limited, ray interpolation is needed when the requested
ray is unavailable. The interpolation of novel views can be
translated into the problem of estimating the ray depths,
reﬂected by the object. This correspondence problem
has been widely studied in stereo vision and multiple
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methods have already been tested. Fukusima et al. [2]
estimated depth map of the view to generate, called as
view-dependent depth map, in almost real-time. This
method brought most of its mighty to real-time optimization. Meanwhile, high-quality depth estimation methods,
for example, color segmentation based one was proposed
[4]. These methods outperform real-time estimation with
quality especially at edge and occluded area, but they
require tremendous amount of time. In depth estimation
process, estimation accuracy and computation cost is
usually traded-off.
The realization of a high-quality FTV system relies
heavily on the image quality and processing time, so
these two traded-off factors must be satisﬁed in high
level. Thus, this paper assumes that the depth maps are
estimated as an off-line process, which enables us to
use high-accuracy depth maps, without computation at
rendering stage. In this paper, multiple viewpoint images
and estimated depth maps at each real camera positions
are treated as a dataset for image generation, and novel
viewpoint images are rendered with 3D warping [6], using
depth map of a image to warp. In this method, arbitrary
viewpoint images can be rendered, only projecting pixels
to the virtual image plane. However, some problems,
which do not appear in view-centered method, occur in
3D warping. For example, holes may appear on the
rendered image, and depth discontinuities may occur
on the surface of the object at the virtual image plane.
Depth discontinuity causes artifacts on the rendered
images. Moreover, 3D warping is not compatible with
the Ray-Space method since the Ray-Space method
requires depth map at the virtual image plane. The
difference of image quality between the rendered images
with 3D warping and the Ray-Space method outstands
especially at the occluded regions when the virtual
camera moves away from the reference plane. For this
reason, a Ray-Space-compatible method is strongly
desired to achieve a FTV system with high interactivity.
We dealt with these problems by introducing postﬁltering on the projected depth map.
We are proposing this framework, which renders novel
images from captured images and computed depth
maps, to MPEG. In the MPEG meeting, depth-image-based
rendering (DIBR) is drawing attention and well discussed
as the candidate for the next generation FTV format.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains
pinhole camera model that is used for image generation
in this work. Section 3 presents an overview of our
algorithm. Experimental results and discussion are described in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

Fig. 1. Pinhole camera model.

In Eq. (2), 3  3 orthogonal matrix R represents the
orientation and 3-vector t represents the position. K is
3  3 upper triangular matrix given by Eq. (3), with focal
length f, skew parameter g, and principal point (u0, v0).
The matrix K is called the intrinsic matrix and represents
the inner structure of the camera. The matrix [R;Rt] is
called the extrinsic matrix and it indicates the relationship
between the world coordinates and the camera coordinates. Note that this model ignores non-linear distortion.
P M̃ ¼ sm̃
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3. The proposed algorithm
The proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 and it
consists of four steps. These steps are explained in detail
in Sections 3.1–3.3, respectively.
3.1. Depth map projection with 3D warping

2. Pinhole camera model
Let M̃ ¼ ½X; Y ; Z; 1T be a world point and m̃ ¼ ½u; v; 1T
be its projection in a camera with projection matrix P in
homogeneous coordinates. A camera is modeled as the
usual pinhole (Fig. 1); the relationship between M̃ and m̃ is
given in Eq. (1), where s means non-zero scalar and 3  4
matrix P is called the camera matrix. Camera matrix P can
be decomposed as in Eq. (2).

3D warping projects an image to another image plane.
As described in Eq. (1), the 3D point M̃ can be
reconstructed from the image point m̃ using projection
matrix P and depth Z. Then, the reconstructed 3D point is
projected to the virtual image plane with the projection
matrix of the virtual camera. In this step, depth maps of
two nearest cameras are projected to virtual image plane.
Several points can be projected to the same pixel on the
virtual view image; in this case, the nearest point is
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adopted, as described in Eq. (4)
(4)

Zðu; vÞ ¼ argmin Z
M̃ u;v

In Eq. (4), Z(u, v) is the depth value at (u, v) on the
virtual image plane, M̃ u;v is the 3D point whose projection
is (u, v). In this method, two nearest cameras are used to
render a virtual view image and the virtual view image
is generated between them. In this paper, the camera
that is placed at the left of the virtual camera is called
as the left camera and the other one is called as the
right camera. The projected depth maps from each
camera for one arbitrary scene are shown in Fig. 3(a)
and (b). Here, we assumed that the depth should change

nearest
two images

Depth map projection
with 3D warping

Post-filtering on the
projected depth maps

Referring the real
camera images

Boundary matting
Inpainting
Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed algorithm.
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smoothly inside the same object. However, depth discontinuity was observed in the projected depth maps and
in addition, there are many blank points appeared. To
solve this, we need to smooth the projected depth
map, which is achieved by performing a post-ﬁltering
process.
3.2. Post-ﬁltering on depth map
In some cases, smoothing the depth map is necessary
to gain a natural-looking rendered image, because the
noise on the resulted image can be reduced by smoothing.
Here, if the depth map is smoothed, the resultant image
will not be blurry. But, if the resultant image is smoothed
it gets blurred. First, we consider blank points that
appeared on the projected depth map. The reasons for
the appearance of these blank points are round off errors
of the image coordinate calculation and depth discontinuity. In Eq. (1), image coordinates (u, v) are calculated
decimally, but rounded off to the nearest integer value. It
can cause one pixel wide blank region to appear. This
blank region can be ﬁlled by median ﬁlter. Depth discontinuity causes lump blank in the depth map. These blank
regions cannot be ﬁlled by the median ﬁlter. However,
most of the discontinuities in depth map is caused by
occlusion; so, these areas can be ﬁlled using the image
from another camera.
3D warping causes not only blank areas appear in an
object, but irregular depth changes may also occur in the
same object. These irregularities cause unnatural-looking
pixel in the rendered image, so it is also desirable to
smooth them away. They can be smoothed away by using
a low-pass ﬁlter. However, edge regions should be
preserved. Sometimes low-pass ﬁltered edge in the depth
map blurs the edges of objects in the rendered image.
Considering that the low-pass ﬁlter cannot smoothen the
desired edge areas perfectly, we adopted bilateral ﬁltering
[10] for this purpose, which is deﬁned in Eq. (5)
ZZ
hðxÞ ¼ k1
fðxÞcðx  xÞsðfðxÞ  fðxÞÞ dx
(5)
D

In Eq. (5), k and D mean the normalization constant and the
ﬁltering domain, respectively. This is shift-invariant Gaussian
ﬁltering. Here, both the closeness function c and similarity
function s are Gaussian functions. More speciﬁcally, c is

Fig. 3. Projected depth maps from the two nearest cameras. (a) Projection from the left side and (b) projection from the right side.
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radically symmetric and it is shown in Eq. (6).

2 !
1 jx  xj
cðx  xÞ ¼ exp 
2
sd

(6)

Here, sd is the variance of Euclidean distance. The
similarity function s is perfectly analogous to c and it is
shown in Eq. (7)

2 !
1 jfðxÞ  fðxÞj
sðx  xÞ ¼ exp 
2
sr

(7)

In Eq. (7), sr means the variance of color space. By
introducing this factor, far point in color space would be
less weighted, which preserves edge region from smoothing. Fig. 4(a) shows an original status and Fig. 4(b) is after
adding Gaussian noise on it. Fig. 4(c) and (d) show the
ﬁltered images of Fig. 4(b) by using bilateral ﬁltering and
Gaussian ﬁltering, respectively. Fig. 4(a) is well restored
with bilateral ﬁltering, especially at the edge regions. The
images in Fig. 3(a) and (b) can be smoothed by using
median ﬁltering and bilateral ﬁltering to obtain images in
Fig. 5(a) and (b), respectively. Section 3.3 describes the

Fig. 4. Comparison of bilateral ﬁltering and Gaussian ﬁltering. (a) Original status, (b) additive Gaussian noise, (c) bilateral ﬁltering and (d) Gaussian
ﬁltering.

Fig. 5. Post-ﬁltered depth maps. (a) Projection from the left side and (b) projection from the right side.
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Fig. 6. Sample results of rendering. (a) Blended image, (b) occluded region, (c) before matting, (d) after matting, (e) 3D warping and (f) proposed method.

rendering of the virtual view image with the smoothed
depth maps.
3.3. Boundary matting and inpainting
After performing post-ﬁltering on depth maps, these
two depth maps are projected to each real camera image.
Then, the virtual view image shown in Fig. 6(a) is rendered
by blending two neighboring images, as described in
Eq. (9)
(
1 ðZ R ðu; vÞothresholdÞ
occL ðu; vÞ ¼
0 ðZ R ðu; vÞ4thresholdÞ
(
(8)
1 ðZ L ðu; vÞothresholdÞ
occR ðu; vÞ ¼
0 ðZ L ðu; vÞ4thresholdÞ

Iðu; vÞ ¼

8
ð1  aÞI L ðuL ; vL Þ þ aI R ðuR ; vR Þ
>
>
>
>
<
I L ðuL ; vL Þ

ðoccL ðu; vÞ ¼ 0; occR ðu; vÞ ¼ 0Þ
ðoccL ðu; vÞ ¼ 0; occR ðu; vÞ ¼ 1Þ

>
>
>
>
:

ðoccL ðu; vÞ ¼ 1; occR ðu; vÞ ¼ 0Þ
ðoccL ðu; vÞ ¼ 1; occR ðu; vÞ ¼ 1Þ

I R ðuR ; vR Þ
0

(9)

a¼

jt  tL j
jt  tL j þ jt  tR j

(10)

In Eq. (9), I(u, v) means the pixel value at (u, v) virtual
image plane, IL, IR mean the reference image plane, occ is
the occlusion map deﬁned in Eq. (8), (uL, vL) and (uR, vR)
are the projected points to the reference camera from
(u, v) on the virtual image plane, t is the translation
vector of the extrinsic matrix. a is a weighting coefﬁcient
and it is deﬁned in Eq. (10). Here, subscript L and R
indicate left and right cameras, respectively. tL, tR and t are
the translation vectors of the left camera, the right
camera, and the virtual camera, respectively. In Eq. (8),
ZL and ZR are the depth values at the virtual image
plane projected from the left and right cameras. As
deﬁned in Eq. (8), the occlusion map is obtained by
mapping the area where the projected depth value is
less than a pre-deﬁned threshold after post-ﬁltering. No
pixel is expected to be projected to these areas. Left-side
occlusion is assumed to happen in the image projected
from the right side image and vice versa. The area where
occ(u, v) ¼ 1 is regarded as the occluded area. Fig. 6(a)
shows blending of two images obtained using the two
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smoothed depth maps, and Fig. 6(b) shows the area where
either occL or occR is true.
Due to the miss-focus and half-pixel problems, the
objects may be ill-deﬁned at the borders. It makes depth
estimation difﬁcult and as a result, unnatural pixel
appears around the boundary region. To reduce this, we
conducted boundary matting deﬁned in Eq. (11).
occL ðu; vÞ ¼ 1

ðoccL ðu þ 1; vÞ ¼ 1; Z R ðu; vÞoZ R ðu þ Du; vÞÞ

occR ðu; vÞ ¼ 1

ðoccR ðu  1; vÞ ¼ 1; Z L ðu; vÞoZ L ðu  Du; vÞÞ

generated image and the reference image. Prior to the
calculation of PSNR, the image in RGB color space is
converted to the image in YUV color space and Y channel
is used for calculation. The conversion to Y channel is
deﬁned in Eq. (12). After conversion, PSNR is calculated as
described in Eq. (13).
Y ðu; vÞ ¼ 0:299Rðu; vÞ þ 0:587Gðu; vÞ þ 0:114Bðu; vÞ

(11)
In Eq. (11), Du is the width of occlusion (u+Du is the
nearest pixel which has non-zero depth value). This
process actually expands the border of the occlusion,
meaning the area where the pixel value is copied from one
reference image. It erases the mixture of foreground and
background colors. Fig. 6(c) and (d) show the same part of
resulted image obtained before matting and after matting.
The remaining blank area was ﬁlled with inpainting [9],
which is usually used, for example, to recover damaged
part of the image or erase subtitle. Fig. 6(e) and (f) show
close-up of images generated with 3D warping and the
proposed method.

10log10

(12)

2552
PW 1;H1
ð1=W  HÞ s;t¼0
ðY ðs; tÞ  Y^ ðs; tÞÞ2

(13)

In Eq. (13), W and H are the image width and image
height, respectively. Y and Ŷ are the Y channel of the
reference image and the generated image, respectively.
For image generation, we set each parameter as follows:
sd ¼ 20, sr ¼ 5 and threshold ¼ 5. The threshold here is the
brightness in the depth map. The relationship between
the pixel value of the depth map and the actual depth
value is described in Eq. (14).
Z¼

1
P =225ðð1=MinZÞ  ð1=MaxZÞÞ þ ð1=MaxZÞ

(14)

4. Experimental results and discussion
4.1. Experimental conditions
For experiments, we used sequences named ‘‘breakdancers’’ and ‘‘ballet’’, generated and distributed by
Interactive Visual Group at Microsoft Research [7]. This
data includes a sequence of 100 images captured from 8
cameras. Depth maps computed from stereo are also
included for each camera with the calibration parameters.
The captured images have a resolution of 1024  768
pixels. More detailed descriptions, for example, depth
map generation method, are explained in Ref. [11].
In this paper, image quality is evaluated with peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). PSNR is the evaluation
function that is based on the squared-error between the
two images. In our method, the virtual viewpoint image is
generated from the two nearest images. In this case, the
virtual viewpoint is set to be exactly the same as the
actual reference camera, and the virtual viewpoint
image is generated from the two nearest cameras other
than the reference camera. PSNR is calculated between the

In Eq. (14), P is the pixel value in the depth map, MinZ
and MaxZ deﬁnes the depth range. In the ‘‘breakdancers’’
sequence, MinZ is 44 and MaxZ is 120, and in the ‘‘ballet’’
sequence, MinZ is 42 and MaxZ is 130.
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Fig. 7. Sample results of rendering. (a) Breakdancers and (b) ballet.
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4.2. Experimental results
The experiments were conducted to conﬁrm the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Fig. 7 shows an
example of the view synthesis results. Fig. 8 shows the
camera arrangement of the ‘‘breakdancers’’ sequence.
We generated the image of camera4 that is located at
the center of camera array (Fig. 8) and the origin of world
coordinates to calculate PSNR. Figs. 9 and 10 show the
result of calculating PSNR with changing distance be32
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Fig. 9. PSNR (breakdancers).

tween cameras given by |ttL|+|ttR|. As a comparison, we
calculated PSNR values for the images generated by viewcentered method and 3D warping as well. Our method
improved PSNR for maximum 4 dB compared to the other
two methods.

4.3. Discussion
To inspect how much possibility for improvement
there was in PSNR, we calculated PSNR using a mask
generated from the absolute difference of the two
projected depth maps (Fig. 11). It is assumed that if the
absolute difference of the values for a pixel in the two
depth maps is larger, it is expected to have a lower signalnoise ratio.
Fig. 12 shows the PSNR of the part where absolute
difference exceeds the pre-deﬁned threshold indicated by
the horizontal axis, and Fig. 13 shows the PSNR of the part
where the absolute difference do not exceed the threshold. In Fig. 12, PSNR is converged to the one calculated
by using the entire image. As expected, PSNR decreases as
the absolute difference grows. Fig. 11 shows that for
maximum 3 dB difference as the threshold is varied.
However, the area where the two projected depth values
differ occupies comparably a small percentage of the
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Fig. 10. PSNR (ballet).
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Fig. 11. The absolute difference of two projected depth maps. (a) Visualized image and (b) histogram.
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as the reference software for MPEG standardization
experiments for Free-viewpoint TV (MPEGFTV).
Future work will include better handling of occlusion
around the depth boundaries, more sophisticated depth
smoothing, and the implementation of a Ray-Space-Based
high-interactive FTV system.
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Fig. 13. PSNR of the part where the threshold is not exceeded.

whole image (see Fig. 11(b) for the log scale). The
inﬂuence for the entire PSNR is small and it is about
0.4 dB (Fig. 13). From this investigation, we conclude that
it is difﬁcult to improve the image quality in PSNR, using a
certain depth map to render a novel view image.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel 3D warping-based
rendering method for FTV. This method solves some
of the problems of depth-image-based rendering(DIBR)
by performing post-ﬁltering at the virtual image plane
with an assumption that the depth value should vary
smoothly inside a region of similar color. Furthermore,
Ray-Space compatibility can be achieved by the fact that
the depth map is reconstructed at the virtual image plane.
Experimental results show the efﬁciency of our algorithm.
The implementation of the proposed algorithm is adopted
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